two parts on Lake Kianta. Then the news came through
that the Russians were sending their crack 44th division to
reinforce the i6srd. This was one of the most critical
periods of the whole war. The 44th division got to within
under four miles of the i6srd, and the fact that they never
got any nearer was due to some masterly fighting by a
comparatively tiny Finnish force, which was all that could
be spared from the main battle, in which the Russians were
given no peace day or night. The moment the battle with
the 163 rd division finished, the Finns turned straight round
and with troops which had had scarcely any rest for a week,
attacked the fresh and well-armed 44th division on New
Year's Day. The Russian column was concentrated for
several miles along the road leading from the Russian
frontier to the village^ of SuomussalmL The Finns de-
ployed their troops and attacked this column at both ends
simultaneously, while also harassing it continually from
the flanks, with ski detachments, through the forest. And
just one week later, on January 7th, this entire Russian
division had been annihilated. The casualties were
enormous; fifteen hundred prisoners were taken, a vast
quantity of war material—virtually the entire equipment of
the division—and the number of poor half-frozen Russian
soldiers who may have succeeded in stumbling back
through the forest to their own country must be negligible.
I had started from the town which is the headquarters of
the Central Northern front at four a.m., and we were going
to see a sector of this front and pass through the Suomus-
salmi battle area on the way. As we drove through the night
we passed regular caravans of lorries which are still carrying
or dragging back the spoils of this battle. It was light by
the time we got to Lake Kianta, where the battle really began,
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